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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to find factors affecting generation Y hybrid vehicle purchasing intention using internet advertising. The variable consists emotion, self-image, product information and purchasing intentions stated as independent variable for this study. The respondents were 150 generation Y in Johor Bahru and it represent generation Y population in Malaysia. Statistical technique such as descriptive analysis, t-test, ANOVA and inferential analysis, multiple regression were used in this study. Descriptive analysis showed no positive significant relationship in relation of purchasing intentions. However, inferential analysis found there is a strong significant relationship on among factor affecting generation Y hybrid vehicle purchasing intention using internet advertising. Research identified self-image as the strongest factor in affecting generation Y hybrid vehicle purchasing intention. Future study should look into other factors on the generation Y hybrid vehicle purchasing intention using internet advertising.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Research Background

Generation Y is a generation with digital tendencies. According to Nielsen (2014), this generation was born in the technology era between 1977 and 1995. Generation Y is known as digital natives, not digital immigrants (Prensky, 2001 and Bolton et al. 2013). Generation Y is the generation which has been exposed to the information technology environment and have extended their work and life around information technology (Bennett et al., 2008; Wesner and Miller, 2008; Bolton et al., 2013).

According to Abdul Rahman and Elinda (2016), generation Y was the second largest generation in Malaysia. Statistically, there is more than 9 million generation Y out of total Malaysia population of 31 million (Department of Statistics Malaysia, 2016). This study investigates the factors affecting generation Y’s purchasing intentions towards hybrid vehicles using internet advertising in Malaysia.
Hybrid vehicles or HV have a combination of battery, engine, and electrical motor as components (Jacob et al. 2015). Hannan, Azidin and Mohamed (2014) explained that HVs fundamentally have an engine and electrical motor. The source of HV energy is from the engine, vehicle movement, and regenerative braking. The energy stored in the HV battery is safe and can support the HV like a conventional vehicle.

The imported hybrid models available in the Malaysia market are Lexus, Toyota, Honda, Nissan, and Mercedes Benz. The HV in the Malaysia market have a 1300cc to 3500cc engine. Malaysia government signed a commitment to make hybrid vehicles affordable to the Malaysia market according to UMW Toyota President Ismet Suki (The Star Online, 2011).

According to the Malaysia Automotive Institute or MAI, hybrid vehicle sales have grown from 332 units in 2010 to 18,967 units in 2013. The Malaysia government has revealed in the National Automotive Policy or NAP in 2014 that one of its objectives was to make Malaysia a regional automotive hub in energy efficient vehicles, or EEV (MITI, 2014). This move inspired purchase intentions in generation Y towards hybrid vehicles.

Generation Y makes purchasing intentions about hybrid vehicles using internet advertising. Gorman, Nelson and Glassman (2004) found that generation Y is a totally different type of generation and is more influenced by internet technology. According to Curtis (2012), the internet is new medium for the consumer to find information and is part of everyday life. The challenge for the marketer is to find the equilibrium point between consumer and product, it is all about the information in the advertisement that causes consumer decision making (David et al. 2009). The influence of the internet on advertising can be found in credible messages that influence buying decision making (Curtis, 2012).
Research findings by the TNS Global in 2014 show that Malaysia is one of the countries in the world that has constant internet connectivity. Referring to SunDaily (2015), the number of active internet users in Malaysia exceeds 20.1 million. About 65% of internet users in Malaysia are generation Y, as stated in the Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission 2014 report. With the high percentage of internet users in Malaysia from generation Y, it is important to find the factors affecting generation Y and hybrid vehicles purchasing intentions using internet advertising.

1.1 Problem Statement

Research on internet advertising has been conducted by many authors from various backgrounds. Research on internet advertising and how it influences automotive sales began in the early 2000’s. Hong, Khan, and Abdullah (2013) investigated the factors that influence the adoption of hybrid vehicles in Malaysia. The research factors consisted of attitude, subjective norms, and perceived behavioural control towards the adoption of hybrid vehicles.

Razak et al. (2014) researched intention to purchase hybrid cars in Malaysia using overview factors for cost, environmental concern, and brand influence. Research on factors affecting generation Y purchase decisions for hybrid vehicles using internet advertising is very limited. This study examines the factors affecting generation Y purchasing intentions towards hybrid vehicles using internet advertising.

Generation Y, according to Thach and Olsen (2006) and Gardiner, Debra, and King (2013) is concerned about the environment and has a tendency for global thinking (Heaney, 2007; Gardiner, Debra, and King, 2013). McAlpine (2012) views generation Y as a generation that understands technology, thinks globally, and knows what they
want. In addition to hybrid vehicle purchasing intentions, generation Y information accessibility and purchasing power bring to new set of living standards (Malhorta and Peterson, 2001).

Generation Y in Malaysia strongly believes that technology has a great influence on their work and self-image (PrinewaterhouseCoopers, 2009). According to the Asian Institute of Finance (2015), the internet is generation Y’s primary channel for information in Malaysia. For Malaysian generation Y, the internet has made life easier and the content of the internet is deliberately close to them (UNICEF, 2014).

According to the Malaysia Automotive Association, demand for hybrid vehicles was lower in 2015. Sales of hybrid vehicles in Malaysia is closely related to government incentives and policy. Starting from 2009, the Malaysia government declared the exemption of excise duty on newly imported hybrid vehicles that were completely built-up (KPMG, 2011). In 2014, the Malaysia government introduced the National Automotive Policy or NAP in an effort to become the regional automotive hub for energy efficient vehicles (MITI, 2014). The low demand for hybrid vehicles does not indicate factors that can bring to the purchasing intention using internet advertising.

Internet advertising has enriched marketers aptitude to design specific advertising content (Rayport, 2013). Internet advertising has its own exclusive characteristics that cannot be found in traditional advertising (Ti, Chen, and Widdows, 2000). One of the factors for purchasing intention using internet advertising is emotion.

Internet advertising gave a new life line for products exposed to the latest images far from traditional media (Mori and Nielsen, 2002). The self-image associated with owning a hybrid vehicle plays a major part in consumer motivation, particularly for early adopters (Heffner, Turrentine, and Kurani, 2006 and Caulfield, Farrell, and
McMahon, 2010). Self-image is another factor which can be associated with purchasing intentions using internet advertising.

Internet advertising has a high penetration rate. The role of internet advertising is not to just deliver messages and information but to indirectly influence consumers to find more information on a product (Deshpande, Ahmed, and Khode, 2014). According to Okazaki and Taylor (2013), internet advertising has created an ability to reach a larger market. It can help consumers understand a product to create brand awareness and purchasing decisions (Edelman, 2010). Product information from internet advertising can be a factor for purchasing intention in relation to generation Y and hybrid vehicles in Malaysia.

The population of generation Y in Malaysia is more than 9 million according to the Department of Statistics Malaysia (2016). Demographics profile groups are important to show how significant demographics groups of generation Y. Profile groups consist of age, gender, occupation, and education level.

Research on purchasing intention factors for generation Y towards hybrid vehicles uses internet advertising theory and how the human brain works for decision making. A suitable theory for this research is the dual-system theory by Sloman. According to Viswanathan and Jain (2013), the dual-system theory was used for understanding social cognition, learning, decision making, and reasoning. Stanovich and West (2000), Kahneman (2003), and Leaptrott and McDonald (2008) labelled the system as system one (1) and two (2). In Bond, Bettman, and Luce (2015), system one (1) is straight without any understanding of the underlying processes or the working mind. System two (2) take the form of conclusions with an understanding of the underlying process.
1.2 Objectives of Research

The objectives of this research include:

i) To investigate the relationships between emotion, self-image, and product information on internet advertising and generation Y purchasing intentions towards hybrid vehicles.

ii) To investigate the most important factor that influences generation Y purchasing intentions for hybrid vehicles.

ii) To analyse whether there are any significant differences in the demographic profiles groups of generation Y for purchasing intentions towards hybrid vehicles.

1.3 Research Questions

This study investigates whether internet advertising influences generation Y hybrid vehicle purchasing intentions. This study has the following research questions.

RQ1 Does internet advertising create emotions that relate to generation Y purchase intentions for hybrid vehicles?

RQ2 Does internet advertising portray a positive self-image that relates to generation Y purchase intentions for hybrid vehicles?
**RQ3** Does internet advertising deliver product information that relates to generation Y purchase intentions for hybrid vehicles?

**RQ4** What is the most important factor of internet advertising that influences generation Y purchasing intentions for hybrid vehicles?

**RQ5** Are there any significant differences in the demographic profiles groups (age, gender, occupation, and education level) for generation Y purchasing intentions towards hybrid vehicles?

### 1.4 Significance of the study

In this study it is expected that generation Y hybrid vehicle purchasing decisions using internet advertising will be recognised. Research factors for this research consists of emotions, self-image, and product information.

This research is important to answer how the internet advertising is related to the purchasing intentions for hybrid vehicles. It can provide a significant contribution for the automotive industry on how to attract generation Y purchasing intentions towards hybrid vehicles. Hybrid vehicle companies and retailers can obtain information on what are the best factors for internet advertising.

Previous research on hybrid vehicles focused on adoption and intention to purchase. For academic contribution, this research will focus on generation Y hybrid vehicle purchasing decisions using internet advertising in Malaysia.
This study is expected to contribute information on the factors affecting purchase intentions for hybrid vehicles by generation Y using internet advertising.

1.5 Scope of the study

The scope of this study is generation Y, hybrid vehicles, internet advertising, research variables, and the location of data collecting.

This study focuses on generation Y and hybrid vehicles. Generation Y is the second largest generation in Malaysia and previous research on this generation in relation to hybrid vehicles is limited. According to Razak et al. (2014), hybrid vehicles are relatively new in the Malaysian automotive market and this study is very significant for identifying important factors for generation Y purchasing intentions towards hybrid vehicles.

Internet advertising was the study medium used to obtain information on the factors affecting generation Y purchasing intentions towards hybrid vehicles. Many previous studies show generation Y is associated with the internet and this study would like to know how emotion, self-image and product information in internet advertising affect purchasing intentions. This study has identified three (3) independent variables, emotion, self-image, and product information and one (1) dependent variable, which is purchasing intention.

This research took place at the Johor Bahru City Square Shopping Mall. The Johor Bahru City Square Shopping Mall is a popular location for generation Y in Johor Bahru, Johor, Malaysia. This study is done by using a questionnaire.
1.6 Operational Definitions

1.6.1 Generation Y

Generation Y, according to Nielsen (2014) is the generation born between 1977 and 1995. Generation Y are known as digital natives and are greatly influenced by internet technology and the internet was their primary source of information (Prensky, 2001 and Bolton et al. 2013).

1.6.2 Hybrid Vehicles

According to Ehsani (2014), hybrid vehicles are a combination of conventional vehicles systems and an electrical power train. While the electrical power train uses an electrical motor as a final energy converter, conventional vehicle systems use the energy stored is the fuel tank. According to Jacob et al. (2015), Hybrid vehicles are a combination of battery, engine, and electrical motor which synergize with each other.

1.6.3 Internet Advertising

According to the research done by Whiting and Williams (2013), with the development of internet advertising consumers began to fully use advertising in their day to day routines. According to Sanda Marketing (2014), traditional media promotes a product through conventional methods such as magazines, television, newspapers, telemarketing, and radio. In internet advertising, the product can be promoted through websites, blogs, and email to reach a global market.
1.6.4 Emotion

Emotion is a cognitive process which leads to individual expression towards what an individual saw according to Hooff, Schouten, and Simonovski (2012). Ball and Mackert (2013) explained that emotion can be stimulus by affective cues such as music or other emotion provoking factors.

1.6.5 Self-Image

Parker (2009) explained self-image as a bridge which connects individuals with brands. Self-image in the media reflects consumer lifestyles and aspirations (Szmigin and Carrigan, 2000).

1.6.6 Product Information

According to Mortimer (2008), product information in advertising can be straightforward information or it can be symbiotic to consumers. Good advertisement content on a product creates a positive response from the consumer (Wei, Jerome and Shan, 2010).

1.6.7 Purchasing Intentions

Purchasing intentions, according to Faraz, Zohreh, and Mohammd (2013) is the direct effect of consumer attitudes towards advertisements. Sufficient consumer cognitive capacity in advertising can result in purchasing intentions (Ching, Tong, and Chen, 2013).
1.6.8 Dual-system theory

Dual-system theory, according to Osman (2014) is the complete distinction between two types of reasoning systems which is system one (1) and system two (2). System one (1) is largely unaware and comparatively undemanding. System two (2) processes all available information before stating their findings (Stanovich and West, 2000).
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